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Parents who are working and raising kids know that it isn't easy. In fact, it's often downright
difficult. That's why we admire them.This collection of short stories helps parents understand
that they can be committed to their kids and their careers and that the effort is often rewarding
and meaningful. It matters.Along with practical tips and tricks that have been refined over time,
Working Parent Storytellers deliver encouragement, inspiration, and humor as they reveal
insights that show how our careers can help our children even when it's not obvious in the
moment.The stories provide comfort and prove we're not alone in our struggles, and they
provide a glimpse into the moments that cause other working parents to laugh (and cry) when
they find themselves in similar situations.As working parents strive and thrive they refine their
strategies for raising capable children, creating happy homes, and delivering strong value via
their careers. These stories enable readers to gather new ideas, compare their strategies,
stretch their minds, and refine their futures.Employers will appreciate the candid first-person
accounts as employees reveal the challenges they face and strategies they use to build their
careers, deliver strong value to their organizations, and lead others.

About the AuthorNneka Kyari is a motivational speaker, marriage counselor, and Bible teacher
who heads the Sunday school department in her local church parish. She and her husband
arethe joyous parents of twins and live on Bonny Island, near Port Harcourt, Nigeria. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Reader FeedbackI can't thank you enough for your … stories. I really related to your story for
several reasons ... I love my career in healthcare administration and truly believe that it makes
me a better Mom.-- Susan Sarate, Business ManagerI love that you are including the
perspective of fathers, as well as couples. It's very well rounded.-- Ibinye Osibodu-Onyali,
Licensed Marriage & Family TherapistI enjoy reading these stories so much. I can relate to them
and it makes me glad to hear others feel like I do. Thank you so much.-- JoAnne Nelson, Medical
TechnologistA great collective of parenting and career stories from a diverse group of parents.--
Phil, @MillennialDadCoYour stories of parenting are empowering. And they ring true in many
contexts.-- Working ParentI really love … what you share. Thanks for providing such a wonderful
and much needed platform for working parents!!!!-- Liz Filippone, TeacherWorking Parent
StoriesStories about people committedto their kids and their careersEdited byKathy Calder
HaselmaierPleasant Hill PublishingCopyright © 2018 by Kathy Calder HaselmaierAll rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any manner without the express written
permission of the editor with the exception of the use of brief quotations in reviews and topical
articles.With that said, we’re eager to support working parents by sharing these stories. Contact
us via www.WorkingParentStories.com/contact and we’ll try to help you accomplish your goal in
a way that is easy, efficient and enjoyable.Ordering InformationThis book is available at
discounted prices when purchased in bulk for groups or resale. Special editions or book
excerpts can also be created to specification. Contact us for more information via
WorkingParentStories.com/contact.Pleasant Hill PublishingFirst Edition
(1.1.1)www.WorkingParentStories.com These stories were written or inspired by parentswho
are striving to create strong families,deliver value via their careers,and contribute to healthy
communities.Every day.Table of ContentsIntroductionWORK MAKES US WHOLE1 More or
Less?2 I Think My Mom Would Have Been ProudIT ISN’T EASY, BUT IT IS WORTHWHILE3
Did I Mention the Meltdowns?4 One Day At A Time5 Why Fire Yourself?WHEN OUR WORK
HELPS OUR KIDS6 Lesson Learned7 Cultural Experience8 Practicing Assertiveness (at age
8)9 The “Best Mom”10 Because I WorkFUNNY (usually in hindsight)11 Stress Test12 Exact
Change13 The Knife Drawer14 Dad to the Rescue15 Laundry. Wait, What?SUPPORTIVE
SPOUSES16 Couples That Work17 Now Showing: RBG18 Super SpousesON THE JOB19
The Telecommuting Challenge20 Career PacingBALANCING and PACING21 Goals22 Get
Real23 Wednesdays (And Why I Endure Them)24 Divide and Conquer25 Sheer
Determination26 It Feels RightROLE MODELS & TRAIL BLAZERS27 Daddy Come Back?28
Heard, Seen, Validated, Believed29 Role Models30 They Say I'll be GladTIPS and IDEAS31
Once-a-Month Lunches32 Saturday Breakfast33 Laundry Lineup34 Is it time to go home?35
The Dessert Tray36 Don’t Forget Your Lunch37 More Time (and More Love)38 How Clean is
Your House?39 From Guilt to Gratitude40 Avoid Back-to-School BugsRAISING CAPABLE
KIDS41 Help Yourself42 Are Your Kids Too Busy?UNEXPECTED CHALLENGES43 Charli’s
Angels44 You Are a Superhero!45 The Incredible ChallengePARENTAL LEAVES and
RETURNING TO WORK46 My Fear Evaporated47 Returns and Routines48 His Big Heart49



Pushing Parental Leave50 I Have To Go Back To Work on Monday - NOOOOOO!WORKING
PARENTS WITH NEW BABIES51 oh, the places you'll … pump!52 Quick Change Artist53
That time at the UN …BUSINESS TRAVEL and VACATIONS54 Speaking of Business Trips55
When in Rome56 Post Business Trip ReunionsHOLIDAY STORIES57 The Pinnacle of
Halloween Fun58 Holiday Perspective59 What if … ?60 Christmas Eve All-NighterABOUT
WORKING PARENT STORIES61 Why Focus on Working Parents?62 Beyond the Benefits63
Top 8 Surprises64 Top 6 Learnings65 Top 11 InsightsTHOUGHT-PROVOKING66 Employer,
Spouse or You?67 Don't Do What I Did68 La Charge Mentale69 Risks and Rewards70
Choices and Consequences71 What Can I Do About It?72 Parents Manage IncomeMore
Working Parent StoriesIntroductionWhen I started working many years ago, my career goal was
simple; show that it was possible for a woman to work full time while raising children. Even back
then, it seemed like a modest goal. The thing is, it wasn't easy. Ever. My husband also had a
demanding career, so along the way there were challenges, frustrations, and stories that have
only became funny in hindsight. But we pulled it off. One day at a time.While the goal may have
sounded trivial, even back then, working parents know that the implementation of it was and is
anything but trivial, even today. Some good news is that after our kids left for college I expected
to feel the guilt I'd been warned about (because I worked full-time while raising them), but I felt
contentment instead.When we gather with friends, we gain strength and encouragement from
the stories we share. Often it is the craziest and most hectic days we recall and laugh about. The
daughter who cried for at least five days in a row when we picked her up from daycare. The
inability to helicopter parent which resulted in my husband exclaiming, “What do you mean you
have to memorize the Periodic Table of Elements by tomorrow morning?!” And the annual
Halloween costume conversation which started with, “You can be any character hanging in this
aisle of the store.”For parents who are working and raising kids right now, I think it’s worth clearly
stating that what you are doing is hard. And it’ll probably be worth it in the end. You’re showing
your "village" that you value the education, upbringing, and guidance they provided. You're
showing your employers that working parents can be strong contributors and leaders. You’re
showing your kids that hard work is important, it can be fulfilling, it isn’t always easy, and you’re
giving them real opportunities to add value around the house which builds lasting self-esteem.
You’re showing another generation of young parents what’s possible and hopefully helping them
understand that both families and careers are worth the effort.What you are doing matters. --
Kathy_____WORK MAKES US WHOLE2 storiesThe bad news is time flies.The good news is
you’re the pilot.-- Michael Altshuler --1More or Less?Many consider a career to be an essential
component of a complete lifeThroughout life, we encounter people who encourage us to strive
for more, while others (hopefully only a few) think we should strive for less. At least that's how it
is for me. My husband comes to mind as a person who pushes me to strive for more, while my
high school guidance counselor, who I only met once, surprisingly seemed to suggest that I
should strive for less. (When I told her about my college plans, she asked, "Why would you want
to do that? It will be really hard.") In hindsight, she did me a great favor because her comments



served as a motivator when it did turn out to be really hard, and I struggled. Her words rang in
my ears as I steeled myself to prove I could do it.Why is it that some people want us to strive for
less? I'm not sure, and figure that different people probably have different reasons. But at the
end of the day, at least in my experience, striving for less rarely leads to contentment. It seems
like most people are wired to be most content when they're challenged and contributing as fully
as possible.Which, of course, brings me to work. And the role it plays in our lives. The most
content people appear to seek out work (and other opportunities) that align with their capabilities
and interests. When people are finished pursuing careers, or during their time off, they're often
pursuing activities that look a lot like careers ... without the pay. That doesn't mean that people
who aren't employed don't have more free time than those who are. Instead I mean that they
often fill a surprising amount of that free time with activities that align with their capabilities and
interests.Forbes recently published an article called "This Is What Success Means Now:
Because It's Not Just Paychecks and Promotions". Working parents may find it interesting, and
their parents may find it insightful. Stop reading right now if you don't want to know how it ends.
The final point seems like a bit of a stretch to me, but claims, "Work is no longer something that
you have to do, it's something that you should want to do ... it is the way we become ourselves,
not the opposite way around." While that final claim seems to ignore the fact that most people
work so that they can support themselves and their families financially, I think they're spot-on in
in terms of recognizing that when we find a fulfilling job, it is part of what makes us whole; it helps
us become more.People sometimes asked me why I worked. My husband had a good job; we
didn't need the money. The thing was, I wanted more; more contribution, more challenge, more
satisfaction, more recognition. More for myself, more for my community, and more for my kids. I
wanted the satisfaction and fulfillment that only a career could provide. I wanted to set an
example for my children and other people too. I loved challenges and enjoyed the experiences
(most days). I wanted more. If you're reading this, you probably want more too.About the
authorKathy Haselmaier is a mother, wife, and the editor of Working Parent Stories. She and her
husband worked full-time while raising their children. Kathy worked in high tech marketing and
business operations roles after earning a BS degree in Computer Science from Michigan
Technological University.2I Think My Mom Would Have Been Proudby Susan SarateI love my
career in healthcare administration and truly believe that it makes me a better momAs a wife and
mother of two kids, I've always wanted the best for my family. I was raised by a strong mother
and great father and feel so thankful that I grew up in a happy home. My mom, who raised me
back in the 70s, convinced me that when a mom worked the kids lost out and the mother would
eventually be filled with regret. I believed her. Why wouldn't I? She was a great mother and full of
fun. She made our lives fun. The thing is, back in 2006, just as my own family was taking shape,
she died. She didn't live long enough to answer my questions, understand my family dynamics,
or witness the changes that have occurred over the last ten years.Five years ago I went back to
work. We needed health care benefits, and I knew it was the right thing for our family. It was right
for our kids, it was right for my husband, and it was right for me. Still, I've been feeling guilty



about it. The crazy thing is, the guilt doesn't stem from being "less than" for my kids and
husband, it comes from being raised by a stay-at-home mom who wasn't shy about her feelings.
I get that her thinking was a product of her generation, but I still felt tremendous pressure to stay
home.Since returning to work, I've come to realize that it really is "right" for me to work. It's made
me realize that I was a little bored before. I love my career in healthcare administration and truly
believe that it makes me a better Mom.Ironically, I really think my mom would be so proud of the
career I've built, along with my thriving family.About the authorSusan Sarate is a mother, wife
and healthcare administrator. She earned a business degree from Ferris State
University._____IT ISN’T EASY, BUT IT IS WORTHWHILE3 storiesAt first they will ask you why
you are doing it.Later they’ll ask how you did it.-- Foundr --3Did I Mention the Meltdowns?They
were most frequent when our kids were littleThe great thing about a long career is that you can
look back, pull out a few nice stories that highlight your "shining moments", and share them with
others as an example of your experience. Then you can conveniently forget all of the other "stuff"
that happened. There is great value in sharing the good stories to be sure. We all learn from
each other, and it's better to leverage the good stuff. With that said, when we only share our
positive stories, we may leave others with unrealistic ideas about what it takes to simultaneously
manage parenting and a career. While talking with a young working parent who was questioning
her ability to continue pursuing her career recently, I made a casual reference to "my
meltdowns". She stopped the conversation. Then she said, "You had meltdowns?" I had to
laugh, because all of my close friends know that I had meltdowns, and boy-oh-boy does my
husband know that I had meltdowns. They were most frequent when our kids were little, but I
have to admit that they started before we had kids, and they didn't end after the kids left home.
It's possible I'd have had even more meltdowns if I didn't pursue a career.By the time I reached
my mid-20s, I learned that you don't do anyone any favors when you go on and on about your
own shortcomings, so I mostly kept the meltdown stories to myself. But in case others find it at
all comforting, let me just say that there were meltdowns. There was whining. There was
complaining. And on occasion there was crying. My husband was there and endured it all. It's
probably worth mentioning that he also became overwhelmed at times. He handled it differently,
but there were times he wasn't sure he could handle it all either. But I had meltdowns more often
and better than he did. I definitely "won" meltdowns. (In case you're wondering, we had a string
of years when our kids were little when I bet I had a meltdown every quarter. As time went on, I
think they may have gone down to a rate of one every five years. It did get better, especially as
the kids started taking more and more responsibility for their own activities.)There was problem
solving too. And there were a lot of very long conversations and negotiations that occurred
between my husband and me about how we could keep going while keeping it all together. It.
Was. Not. Easy.But we both wanted to make it work, so we did. It wasn't always pretty, but we
crossed the finish line. And we're glad we stayed in the race.P.S. My husband (aka "assistant
editor") said that he was disappointed after reading this story. He thought I was going to share a
dramatic story about one of my meltdowns, and he thinks other readers may be a bit



disappointed with this ending. Sorry about that, but I'm not going there.About the authorKathy
Haselmaier is a mother, wife, and the editor of Working Parent Stories. She and her husband
worked full-time while raising their children.4One Day At A TimeIt sounds quite obvious, but for
me that was a revelationOn many Monday mornings (or Tuesdays for that matter :) I used to
wake up with my mind spinning: “I am tired. I don’t want to go to work. How much longer do I
have to go through this? Maybe I should just quit my job.”But despite my inner dialogue, I
managed to get up, get dressed, help my kids get dressed, make breakfast, and then, luckily,
after the first cup of coffee, I felt better and more energized as I started my day.One thought that
really helps me get through my days now are the words a colleague (also a working mom) once
told me: Take it one day at a time.It sounds quite obvious, but for me that was a revelation. It was
a reminder that I do not need to think about how to manage this forever. Just one day at a
time.So now, when I notice that I am feeling overwhelmed by all of the things there are to do and
all the places I need to go, repeating that phrase like a mantra helps me.This is how I have
successfully managed to be a working parent for the past nine years. And believe me, I've had
some extremely stressful situations during this time. Not only at work, but also in my personal
life.What also helps is thinking about the encouragement one of my mentors has provided. She's
told me, "Hang in there. It is worthwhile." And she is right. Once I arrive at work, I feel grateful for
my colleagues and the challenges that energize me. Occasionally when I talk with a stay-at-
home mom friend, I'm reminded that we all face challenges, regardless of our roles, and I feel
confident that I've chosen the best challenges for me and my family.About the authorShe is a
mother, wife, and professional at a high-tech company.5Why Fire Yourself? I'd rather have been
fired knowing I'd tried my best than to have quit and always wondered if I'd given up too
soonRecently I was talking with a young working parent who was at her wits' end. She has two
young children and a high-pressure career. Her employer would be happy if she worked 24
hours a day. She's thinking about resigning because she just doesn't feel like she can keep up
with all of the demands. Oh, and did I mention that her work environment is crazy too? The
people, the assignments, and the organization structure aren't making things any easier.I told
her that I had been in similar situations in the past and asked myself this question: would I rather
quit in defeat or get fired after trying my hardest? For me, it was the latter. I'd rather have been
fired knowing I'd tried my best than to have quit and always wondered if I'd given up too
soon.That said, I still needed to find ways to maintain my sanity, so I often defined boundaries for
myself at work. For example, I'd tell myself that I would leave the office by a certain time each
day, be sure to participate in certain personal activities each day, or limit my hours worked each
week. Then I reminded myself that if adhering to any of these boundaries caused me to get fired,
I wouldn't beat myself up for it. If I was going to be out of work, it wouldn't be for a lack of
trying.Guess what? I never got fired. In fact, I never (and I mean never) had a manager that even
seemed to notice a change in my performance. Sometimes I actually did a better job because I
was forcing myself to focus on the most important work and work more efficiently.If you're at the
point where you're not sure you can take it anymore, it might be time to look for a new job. Or you



may be able to modify your existing job, on your own terms and without involving your manager,
in a way that makes it feel new and more manageable.Why fire yourself?About the authorKathy
Haselmaier is a mother, wife, and the editor of Working Parent Stories. She and her husband
worked full-time while raising their children._____WHEN OUR WORK HELPS OUR KIDS5
storiesI thought about quitting,but then I noticed who was watching.6Lesson Learnedby Ann
BrauchThe mistake did not ruin her lifeWhen my daughter Kirsten was a senior in high school,
she called me at work one morning toward the end of the school year very upset. She had
overslept. And wouldn't you know that it was the morning of her AP Spanish exam. She flat out
missed it. I felt horrible knowing that if I'd been a more attentive mother, I could have prevented
the situation and the angst that followed. Kirsten was no slacker, and I hated thinking about the
consequences she would endure in spite of all of her hard work.Another mother, a friend who
happened to be at school that day, overheard the teacher ball Kirsten out for the transgression in
no uncertain terms. Apparently she did not go easy on her. Kirsten was and is a strong young
woman, and interestingly, she didn't tell me that part of the story. She accepted full responsibility
for her mistake.Luckily all was not lost, and a make-up exam was offered and taken. I'm sure you
won't be shocked to read that Kirsten went on to college, graduated, and is now gainfully
employed by a software company in the healthcare field. The mistake did not ruin her life. In fact,
I think she learned a lot from it. For starters, I don't think she's overslept since!As I look back on
this experience with the benefit of hindsight, I can see that it was valuable. If I hadn't had my own
work and priorities, I might have prevented the situation, and the lesson might not have been
learned. At least not then. In some unexpected ways, I think the fact that both my husband and I
work has required each of our kids to develop a strong sense of responsibility. And that is
serving them well now that they are young adults. About the authorAnn Brauch is a mother of
three, wife, and software R&D program manager. She earned a BS degree in Electrical &
Computer Engineering from the University of Colorado Boulder and a MS degree in Electrical
Engineering from Stanford University.7Cultural Experienceby Jim HaselmaierCareer
responsibilities sometimes benefit our kidsMy wife and I had careers that involved a lot of
interaction with people who live outside the United States. At one point, my wife was leading a
team that included five employees in Mexico and one in India. She invited them to come to
Colorado, where we live, to do some strategic planning. While they were here, we invited them
over for dinner. She turned the evening into a "team building activity" by having everyone
prepare dinner as a group featuring foods from Mexico and India. (Since she doesn't cook, and I
was busy, I appreciated her creativity in terms of getting food on the table!)The visitors provided
a shopping list and then seemed to enjoy the opportunity to prepare and share the things they
eat on a day-to-day basis. (We also collected some new recipes, and my wife and kids learned
how to make great guacamole ... while singing "The Guacamole Song".) On one level, this event
was "good enough" in terms of fun and a having our work provide a unique experience.But the
bonus benefit was the experience it provided for our kids who were ages 19 and 14 at the time.
They were old enough to understand that they were experiencing something special culturally.



And the team members themselves were relatively young, so our kids could relate to them. The
visitors also did a great job of including our kids in the conversations and activities so that
everyone had a great time. It was a special night.As a parent, this is an experience I look back on
very fondly. I'm glad that my kids were there. And it was my wife's career that enabled it to
happen.About the authorJim Haselmaier is a father and husband who worked full-time in high-
tech business strategy & product management positions. He holds a BS degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Colorado State University.8Practicing Assertiveness(at age 8)by “Mom
Engineer”I knew that learning to advocate for herself would be a valuable life skill and knew how
to help her develop that skill thanks to my jobWhile working as a software engineer, I became a
mom. I didn't have many (or maybe even any) role models or advisors to help me balance
motherhood with my career back then. But, it turned out to be easier than I expected and very
rewarding.Motherhood and engineering are very compatible because each is a perfect break
from the other. At work I mostly work on my own, using my brain to develop software all day. At
home, I was able to relax while being physical and loving as I spent time with my daughter in the
evenings and on the weekends. After spending time with her, I was ready to go back to work and
again focus in solitude.Lessons learned at work helped me become a better mother. One
example of this occurred when I was trying to teach my daughter to be a strong and independent
advocate for herself. On the job I had experienced assertiveness training and opportunities to
practice it. So one day when my eight-year-old daughter's Taco Bell order wasn't filled correctly,
and she became upset, rather than resolve the problem for her, I asked her to go back to the
counter, explain the situation nicely, and then come back with what she wanted. It worked.I knew
that learning to advocate for herself would be a valuable life skill and knew how to help her
develop that skill ... thanks to my job.About the authorMom Engineer is a mother, wife and
software engineer. She holds a BS degree in Computer Science and a MS degree in Electrical
Engineering.9The “Best Mom”by Tina SchmiedelInsights from an 11-year-old daughterAfter our
third child was born, my husband and I were discussing whether or not I should stop working to
stay home with our kids. My oldest daughter, who was 11-years-old at the time, joined the
conversation to inform me that I wouldn't be happy if I didn't work and that working made me the
"best mom".That comment put a smile on my face, because, of course, she was right.About the
authorTina Schmiedel is a mother, wife, and partner at Sareja LLC where she provides strategic
development, engineering, and project leadership consulting services. Tina earned BS degrees
in Chemical Engineering and Business Engineering Administration from Michigan Technological
University and an MBA from the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh.10Because I Workby Jessica
DuffSometimes it takes an outside perspective to recognize the silver liningAs a working parent,
few things are as discouraging as not being able to leave work to take your sick child to the
doctor!Recently I ran into this situation while trying to schedule a doctor’s appointment for my 8-
month-old son for a possible ear infection. As a busy working mom with two kiddos, finding the
time to step away to take my son to the doctor seemed impossible. Then a friend helped me
realize that I shouldn't complain or feel bad about the situation. She pointed out the silver lining; I



am able to provide medical care for my child because I am a working parent. It really doesn't
matter who takes him to the doctor.My husband and I both have busy work schedules, but we
make time for our kids whenever possible. Luckily, we have amazing family in town who can help
out at a moment's notice. I have a great family, supportive (and insightful) friends, and a baby on
the mend.Who could ask for more?About the authorJessica Duff is a mother, wife, and senior
account executive at Team SI. She earned BS degrees in Sport Mgmt and Communication,
Journalism and Related Programs. Follow her via Twitter @jduff84_____FUNNY (usually in
hindsight)5 storiesSometimes success is just getting the laundry into the dryer before the
mildew sets in.11Stress Testby Jim HaselmaierI was too stressed out to return to the Stress
Management classWhen our first child was about six months old and we were in the throes of
being new parents, I started feeling weird. I didn't exactly feel sick, it was more like I was feeling
really stressed out and anxious. I was pretty worried that there was something seriously wrong,
so I went to see a doctor.Based on the doctor's questions, it became apparent that my "illness"
was stress; we had a new baby and my job was intense. The doctor also helped me recognize
that my coffee consumption had gone way up. His suggested remedy: cut down on the coffee,
try to get more sleep, and take a stress management class.So a couple of weeks later, I'm in a
large conference room at the local hospital attending my first stress management class. As I'm
contemplating the info the instructor is sharing, the phone on the wall rings. The instructor stops
the class, answers the phone, and the room quiets as everyone listens to her end of the
conversation. Then she turns to the class and asks, "Is Jim Haselmaier here?" I raised my hand.
She says "Your wife and daughter are in the emergency room downstairs."Of course, my stress
level started to increase even further as I headed to the ER, navigating various mazes and
medical personnel. I wasn't exactly panicked, but I knew that anything that brought them to the
ER was obviously a significant concern.
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Andy McKennan, “Insightful, Encouraging, & Fun to Read -- Highly Recommended. This book is
a fun, eclectic compilation of ideas, recollections, and encouragement, relating how various
people have dealt with the difficult task of raising kids while working full-time. Often insightful,
often humorous, this is not a “how to” book; these are personal, multifarious reflections on what
worked or didn’t work as parents did their best to balance work and family. The chapters are
short, conversational in style, and easy to read when you’ve got five-minutes and could use a
nice break.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very useful as well as entertaining!. Contemporary stories fromWorking
parents- a must read!”

Mary Beth, “Great encouragement!. Loved that the stories were short and pithy.Recommended
for thinking adults who strive for the best for their families.”

Sheryl C., “Suggestions for mananging family and work. The ideas of different ways to handle
situations both in parenting and working are very helpful!”

Gary, “Keeping it all in perspective!. This book is chock-full of excellent examples of what
working parents deal with and how they cope. The information in this book can really help "keep
everything in perspective ". Great job Kathy in pulling this together! --Tina”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Quit beating yourself up about being a parent who works outside the home
- your kids will be fine!. I loved this book!I I feel validated for the decisions I made raising our
children and (again) see the importance of strong spousal support. I'm sharing it with parents
who are working now and parents who worked when their kids were younger. Everyone needs to
read/hear these stories!”

Ibinye O., “Kathy has done such an excellent job. I highly recommend this to every working ....
Being a working parent is a huge struggle. Reading the stories of other parents-both men and
women- really does give me the push I need to keep going. This book includes the honest reality
of working parents everywhere. Kathy has done such an excellent job. I highly recommend this
to every working parent.”

snowdrop1941, “An unusual and intriguing look at working parents.. I found this book of short
stories about working parents is extremely interesting and intriguing. The mixture of viewpoints
from a range of parents, of both genders, was enlightening. The psychological, and the
physical, pressures facing these parents can be found in all the stories. What impressed me
most was the way that it presented the facts, and tried to balance them, without too much bias.I



would recommend this book to anyone who is, or intents to be a working parent. It doesn't claim
to have all the answers, but it does try to give some unbiased choices.”

Working Mom, “Highly recommend. Love this book! Inspirational, motivational and fun! Every
parent should read this. I wish it would have been available back then when my first child was
born and I had doubts about going back to work.”

The book by L. Chapman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 13 people have provided feedback.

Introduction WORK MAKES US WHOLE WHEN OUR WORK HELPS OUR KIDS FUNNY
(usually in hindsight) SUPPORTIVE SPOUSES ON THE JOB BALANCING and PACING ROLE
MODELS & TRAIL BLAZERS TIPS and IDEAS RAISING CAPABLE KIDS UNEXPECTED
CHALLENGES PARENTAL LEAVES and RETURNING TO WORK WORKING PARENTS WITH
NEW BABIES BUSINESS TRAVEL and VACATIONS HOLIDAY STORIES ABOUT WORKING
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